Do it yourself !
Since the beginning of 2000's, the slogan of La droguerie
écologique® is : «Do your cleaning products yourself, using
products with reduced impact on the environment and
economical for your budget». La droguerie écologique®:
a wide range of products for houseworks, workshop,
garden... ingenious, useful and economical. Made in
France and Western Europe. For more information :
www.la-droguerie-eco.com

La droguerie écologique®
packagings are now in
compostable bioplastic.
Kraft bags are lined with a PLA film. This bioplastic of vegetable origin
is totally compostable according to the European standard IN 13432
and do not generate waste after the use of the product.

Household products

FR-NL

DO002 Sodium bicarbonate 1kg

EN-DE-ES

DOEU002 Sodium bicarbonate 1kg

One of the classic bestsellers. Multipurpose product made of natural raw materials (chalk
and salt). More than 50 different domestic uses... Recipes on our DIY recipe book or on our
website.
x8
8,5

kg /

parcel

DO001 Sodium bicarbonate 2,5kg

FR-NL

DOEU001 Sodium bicarbonate 2,5kg

EN-DE-ES

Technical grade sodium bicarbonate La droguerie écologique® is now available in 2,5 kg
(10 % more economical).
x4
11

parcel

FR-NL

Multipurpose product made of natural raw materials (chalk and salt). More than 50 different
domestic uses... Recipes on our DIY recipe book or on our website.

8,6

Abundant and mineral
ingredient. Low carbon
footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. Kraft bag.

kg /

DO004 Sodium bicarbonate 500g

x 16

Abundant and mineral
ingredient. Low carbon
footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. Kraft bag.

Abundant and mineral
ingredient. Low carbon
footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. Kraft bag.

kg /

parcel

DO009 Beeswax flakes 400g

FR-NL

DOEU009 Beeswax flakes 400g

EN-DE-ES

Made in Western Europe.
Low carbon footprint. 100 %
beeswax. Kraft bag.

Traditional household product. To make your own wax polish (furniture and parquet), for
ointment or candles.
x 10
4,5

kg /

parcel

DO010 Soda crystals 500g
DOEU010 Soda crystals 500g

FR-NL
EN-DE-ES

Soluble powder with multipurpose domestic and DIY uses : paints’ washing, difficult
cleanings, dissolution of fats. Increases the efficiency of your washing powder. Warning: Read
the label before use.
x 16
8,3

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe. Low
carbon footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. Chalk and salt
synthetising. Kraft bag.

DO007 Terre de Sommières dry stain remover 400g tube

FR-NL

’Terre de Sommières’ (fine clay with lamellate structure) is a traditional dry stain remover with
a surprising absorbency. Very useful for many domestic uses. Presented in a sifting cardboard
tube (DO006 Refill of ‘Terre de Sommières’ as a complement to refill the tube).
x6
3

kg /

parcel

DO006 Terre de Sommières dry stain remover 400g

FR-NL

DOEU006 Terre de Sommières dry stain remover 400g

EN-DE-ES

Presented in a 400 g kraft bag (useful to refill the DO007 tube of ‘Terre de Sommières’)
x 10
4,5

parcel

FR-NL

DOEU013 Diatomaceous earth 250g

EN-DE-ES

Made of sharp and microscopic fossil algae. Diatomaceous earth is multi purpose cleaning
product. Usefull in the garden, at home, and in the places frequently visited by animals.
Absorbs smells, dries and cleans without gouging. Sifting cardboard tube of 250g.
1,7

parcel

FR-NL

DOEU014 Sodium percarbonate 1Kg

EN-DE-ES

Also called solid hydrogen peroxide, sodium percarbonate is a wonderful stain remover,
whitener and deodorizer for all textiles. It can also be used to clean and remove the grey color
on all kinds of wood. Warning: Read the label before use.

8

made with

ORGANIC

parcel

DOEU017 Organic oil soapflakes 1kg

FR-NL
EN-DE-ES

Do your own liquid detergent without softener, whitening, preservative or perfume. Very
economical. Can be used to hand wash delicate textiles. Certified by Ecocert Greenlife.
x7
8

Made in Western Europe.
Multipurpose. Economical.
Chalk and salt synthetising.
Kraft bag.

kg /

DO017 Organic oil soapflakes 1kg
NATURAL DETERGENT

Made in Western Europe. Low
carbon footprint. Economical.
No treatment or refining.
Cardboard Tube.

kg /

DO014 Sodium percarbonate 1Kg

x8

Made in Western Europe. Low
carbon footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. No treatment or
refining. Kraft bag.

kg /

DO013 Diatomaceous earth 250g

x6

Made in Western Europe. Low
carbon footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. No treatment or
refining. Cardboard Tube.

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe.
Made from vegetable coconut and
palm oil from organic certified
crops. Multipurpose. Economical.
83% of organic ingredients.

Household products

DO430 Concentrated laundry powder 800g

FR-NL

DOEU430 Concentrated laundry powder 800g

EN-DE-ES

French organic oils. 57% of
organic ingredients.

French organic vegetable oils. No palm oil, no perfume or optical brighteners. Highly concentrated: 10g are enough per washing. Low temperature efficient. Sodium percarbonate, soda
crystals or vinegar can be added to this laundry powder. Certified by Ecocert Greenlife.
Made in France

x8
6,7

kg /

NATURAL DETERGENT

parcel

made with

ORGANIC

DO198 Ecological Détach’tout® stain remover soap 100g

FR-NL

The Détach’tout from La droguerie écologique® is great to remove stains, even the most
stubborn ones, on fabric: cloth, fabric for furniture… You have a good grip for an easy use.
Fragrance and preservative-free, it can be used for the whole family clothes.
Dimension: 13 x 4,5 x 1,5cm.
Certified by Ecocert Greenlife.
x9
1

kg /

parcel

DO012 Citric acid 1kg
DOEU012 Citric acid 1kg

FR-NL
EN-DE-ES

8

5,3

FR-NL

parcel

FR-NL

This product combines the abrasive nature of sodium bicarbonate and the degreasing effect of
soda crystals. Very useful particularly on greasy stains. Can also be used as a water softener or
as a Borax substitute.
8

Made in Western Europe. Low
carbon footprint. Multipurpose.
Economical. No treatment or
refining. Kraft bag.

kg /

DO003 Sodium sesquicarbonate 1kg

x8

European manufacturing.
Vegetable raw materials
(molasses). Biodegradable
Kraft bag.

parcel

Melt with water, ‘Blanc de Meudon’ is used to revive and clean silverware, stainless steel,
copper and marble surfaces...
x9

made with

ORGANIC

kg /

DO908 Blanc de Meudon 500g

kg /

parcel

New
NATURAL DETERGENT

Made in France

Traditional DIY product to dilute in water. Decalcifies stainless steel and enamel surfaces,
as well as washing machines. Numerous other uses.
Warning: Read the label before use.
x8

Palm oil free.
67% of organic ingredients.

Made in Western Europe.
Multipurpose, economical and
non-dangerous product. Kraft bag.

DO018 Organic alcohol vinegar 8% 1liter

FR-NL
EN-DE-ES

DOEU018 Organic alcohol vinegar 8% 1liter
FR-BIO-01
Agriculture
UE - non UE

Essential basic product to do your own household products. Also suitable for food use. Also
suitable for food use.
x 12
14

kg /

parcel

FR-NL

DO097 Cleaning gel based on vinegar12°, 75cl
NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

Concentrated gel version, practical and economical that allows a good adhesion on the walls.
The flexible spout allows to reach difficult corners. Fragrance-free.
Very useful for cleaning toilets, descaling and removing mildew.
Dangerous product: Read label before use.
Certified Ecodetergent by ECOCERT Greenlife.

DOEU090 Green soap (organic olive oil) 1L
made with

ORGANIC

EN-DE-ES

DOEU097 Cleaning gel based on vinegar12°, 75cl

DO090 Green soap (organic olive oil) 1L

NATURAL DETERGENT

Made in Western Europe.
Natural fermentation from
organic vegetable. Multipurpose. Recyclable PET
packaging.

DO091 Green soap (organic olive oil) 5L
DOEU091 Green soap (organic olive oil) 5L

Natural fermentation
from organic vegetable.
Multipurpose. Recyclable PE
packaging.

t

pou
Flexible s

FR-NL
Made in Western Europe. Organic
olive oil. Without colouring agent
or preservatives. Multipurpose.
Economical. 21% of organic
ingredients.

EN-DE-ES
FR-NL
EN-DE-ES

Made of organic olive pomace, organic olive oil and organic sunflower oil. With 20% of soap,
this product is concentrated and really efficient. It is an excellent multipurpose cleaning
product, a powerful degreasing agent as well as an economical product. Only two squirts are
enough for five liters of water.
x6
10,2

DO090 / DOEU090

kg /

parcel

made with

ORGANIC

10,6

DO091 / DOEU091

DO093 Paste green soap (organic olive oil) 1kg
NATURAL DETERGENT

Made in France

x2

kg /

parcel

FR-NL

DOEU093 Paste green soap (organic olive oil) 1kg

EN-DE-ES

Made of potash and organic olive oil. Excellent multipurpose cleaning product, it removes
grease and stains, cleans and shines all surfaces. In addition, its many garden and pet care
applications make it an essential and economical product.

Made in Western Europe. Organic
olive oil. Without colouring agent
or preservatives. Multipurpose.
Economical. 33% of organic
ingredients.

x6
6

kg /

Made in France

Household products

DO023 Organic carnauba wax 1 L

FR-NL

Cleans and protects all surfaces. After drying, it repels water and dirt, protects from frictions
and regenerates surfaces. Neutral product and very easy to use.
x6
6

kg /

FR

Multipurpose spray for bicycle chains, locks, nuts, inserts, paints... Pump bottle of 200ml with
a button spray and a tube extension.
2,4

parcel

FR-NL

NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

parcel

FR-NL

New pack

NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

parcel

FR-NL

To nourish, soften and waterproof leather : (shoes, jacket, boots...).

0,7

Made in Western Europe.
No petroleum ingredients.
44% of organic ingredients.
Glass jar.

kg /

DO283 Waterproofing colorless balm 75g

x8

Made in Western Europe. Natural
and organic certified raw materials. Multipurpose. Economical.
11% of organic ingredients.

kg /

To clean, protect, feed, renovate, and polish leather goods (shoes, bags, clothes...). Available
in jars of 75ml and 3 colours : black, brown and colorless. Ingredients : soap, carnauba was,
beeswax, coco oil.
0,7

NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

DO280 Colorless shoe polish balm 75ml
DO281 Black shoe polish balm 75ml
DO282 Brown shoe polish balm 75ml

x8

made with

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

To clean, scour and make all surfaces shine. Ecologically optimized. Made of marble
powder, soap, white clay...

2,3

Made in Western Europe.
Vegetable oils from organic
farming. Refillable. Multipurpose.
76% of organic ingredients.

kg /

DO057 Clay stone 125g

x 16

NATURAL DETERGENT

parcel

DO054 Dégrip’tout® eco-friendly lubricant 200ml

x 12

Made in Western Europe.
Organic and natural products.
Multipurpose. 12% of organic
ingredients.

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe.
No petroleum ingredients.
44% of organic ingredients.
Glass jar.

New pack
NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

IN BULK

Do it yourself !
All of our powders are packaged in large kraft bags with a PLA interior, compostable bioplastic based on corn starch. The sticker on the
bags can be detached to put on your bulk bin.
To avoid plastic, we chose to use a plant-based reusable and compostable kraft bag. It’s practical, light, water-resistant and can be closed
easily thank to a strong zip. The kraft bags are labelled with the regulatory informations for each product.

Powders
Sodium bicarbonate

Highly concentrated detergent

NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

Made inFrance

DOV801 Sodium bicarbonate in bulk 10kg
Multi-purpose product, very useful for a natural cleaning.
Made in France.

x1

x1

DOV806 Highly concentrated detergent in bulk 10kg
Highly concentrated ecological detergent, palm oil-free, effective even
with low temperature. As it is fragrance-free, it can be customized easily.
Certified as an Ecodetergent made from organic ingredients by Ecocert
Greenlife.
x 20

x 20

DOV801SAC Compostable empty pack for
sodium bicarbonate.

DOV806SAC Compostable empty pack for powder

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

detergent.

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

Soap Flakes

Bee’s wax
NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

Made in France

DOV805 Soap flakes, organic oil, in bulk 7kg
Concentrated soap flakes made from 100% organic oils.
Certified by Ecocert Greenlife.
DOV805SAC Compostable empty pack for soap flakes.

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

x1

x 20

DOV807 Bee’s wax in bulk 7kg
To make natural candles or for polishing furniture and floors.
DOV807SAC Compostable empty pack for bee’s wax.

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

x1
x 20

IN BULK
Liquid products are available in a 1,5L dispenser pouch with tap
(VITOP tap for white vinegar) in a cardboard box. To put on your
shelves in the drugstore aisle.

Sodium percarbonate
Citric acid
Soda crystal

Several bulk solutions are available:
- a complete one: the large format with its empty reusable bottles (already labelled).
- For an easy storage, we now have empty reusable bottles with separate labels so that
the bottles can be used for different products.
- For consumers who come with their own containers, we provide removable labels (for
each product) that can be put on the containers.

For these 3 products, it is mandatory to provide a suitable container to
the customer. We have a complete solution with large formats as well as
reusable empty containers labelled according to the different products.
All of our products are packaged in large size kraft
bags with a PLA layer, a compostable bioplastic
made from corn starch. The stickers on the bags can
be taken off to be put on your bulk bin.
To avoid plastic, we chose to use a plant-based
reusable and compostable kraft bag. It’s practical,
light, water-resistant and can be closed easily thank
to a strong zip. The kraft bags are labelled with the
regulatory information for each product.

NATURAL DETERGENT
made with

ORGANIC

x1

DOV850 Organic alcohol vinegar 8° in bulk 15L
DOV850FL 1L Empty bottle for vinegar 8° labeled
DOV800FL 1L Empty bottle with no label for liquids in bulk
DOV850ETI Roll of 50 labels for vinegar
Vinegar made from the fermentation of organic crops.

x 44
x1

x1

DOV802 Sodium percarbonate in bulk 10kg
x1
Very efficient stain-remover and whitener.
Dangerous product: Read label before use.

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

DOV802SAC Compostable empty pack for sodium

percarbonate.

DOV804 Citric acid in bulk 10kg FR-NL-EN-DE-ES
For decalcifying, cleaning (removal of
deposits, rust...) or creating bath balls or salt modeling-dough,
citric acid is useful everywhere in the house!

FR-NL

citric acid.

x1

COSMOS ORGANIC
Certified by Ecocert
Greenlife according to
the COSMOS standard
available at:
http://www.COSMOS.
ecocert.com

x 20

x1

An essential eco-friendly bathroom hygiene product, the neutral
cleansing base Anaé is available in a 1,5L dispenser pouch with a tap
in a cardboard box. To be put on your shelves in the hygiene aisle.

x 20

for citric acid.
DOV804EUSAC Compostable empty pack for

x 44

x 20

FR-NL

DOV802EUSAC Compostable empty pack EN-DE-ES
for sodium percarbonate.

DOV804SAC Compostable empty pack

DOV855 Liquid green soap organic olive, in bulk 15L
DOV855FL 1L Empty bottle for liquid green soap labeled
DOV800FL 1L Empty bottle with no label for liquids in bulk
DOV855ETI Roll of 50 labels for liquid green soap
High concentration in soap (20%). Artisanal saponification from 100% french
and organic oils.

EN-DE-ES

x 20

Several bulk solutions are available:
- a complete one: the large format with its empty reusable bottles (already labelled)
- For an easy storage, we now have empty reusable bottles with separated labels so that
the bottles can be used for several products.
- For consumers who come with their own containers, we provide removable labels for
each product that can be put on the containers.
x1

DOV803 Concentrated soda crystal in bulk 10kg FR-NL-EN-DE-ES
Soluble powder with multi-purpose domestic and DIY uses:
x1
paint’s washing, difficult cleanings, dissolution of fat...
Dangerous product: Read label before use.
x 20
DOV803SAC Compostable empty pack

FR-NL

for soda crystal
DOV803EUSAC Compostable empty pack

for soda crystal

EN-DE-ES

x 20

AEV850 Neutral cleansing base multi-purpose, in bulk 15L
x 44
AEV850FL 1L Empty bottle for neutral cleansing base labelled
DOV800FL 1L Empty bottle with no labels for liquids in bulk x 1
AEV850ETI Roll of 50 labels for neutral cleansing base
High concentration in soap. Artisanal saponification from French and organic oils.

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

=

FR-NL =

DO120 DIY recipe book La droguerie écologique® et La droguerie écopratique®
64 pages of numerous recipes to clean, maintain the house, the workshop, the garden...
History and characteristics of the basic products of our brands La droguerie écologique® and
La droguerie écopratique® : sodium bicarbonate, terre de Sommières, green soap, alcohol
vinegar... Very practical size (148 x 210 mm).
x 10
2

kg /

parcel

DOEN120

EN

DOES120

ES

DODE120

DE

DONL120

NL

DO121 468 tips and ecological tricks

FR

Indispensable complement of the DIY recipe book for daily tips and tricks, made of 11
chapters (kitchen maintenance, floor care, bathroom, wood treatment, leather care, DIY…)
Recycled paper.
x 10
2

FR- NL-EN-DE- ES - IT

parcel

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

For domestic daily tasks: household, gardening... The surface is textured for a better grip.
Available in 3 sizes : S, M, L.This product contains latex. May cause allergies.
1,5

Latex from ecologically
managed forests and FSC®
certified with social project..

kg /

DO129 Box of 20 latex gloves FSC®

x 10

Western Europe.
Recycled paper.

parcel

To do the dishes, domestic works, DIY, gardening... Available in 4 sizes : S, M, L and XL. This
product contains latex. May cause allergies.
0,8

Western Europe.
Recycled paper.

kg /

DO100 Pair of natural latex gloves FSC®

x 10

FR

kg /

parcel

Latex from ecologically
managed forests and FSC®
certified and with social
project.

Household products

DO0830 Roll of 30 trash bags 30L
DOEU0830 Roll of 30 trash bags 30L
DO0850 Roll of 20 trash bags 50L

FR-NL

Made in Western Europe.
80 % plant-based polyethylene from sugar cane ethanol
cultivated in Brazil.

EN-DE-ES
FR-NL

DOEU0850 Roll of 20 trash bags 50L

EN-DE-ES

DO08100 Roll of 10 trash bags 100L

FR-NL

Eco-friendly trash bags, in bioplastic, 100% recyclable (with a string to be sealed properly).

x 15
4,8
DO0830

DO050 Vegetable fire starter (12 pieces box) FR-NL
For summer barbecues and fireplaces
or wood-burning stoves in winter
(10 - 12 mn of combustion). No more petroleum fire starters with solvents !
x 30
13

FR

Recyclable. Made in Western
Europe. Packed with recycable
paper.

kg /

parcel

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

DO034 1 green and 1 brown organic dishwashing sponges

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

Multipurpose sponges for cleaning and moping. Presented in a cardboard display. Green
scrubbing pads are made from PET recycled plastic bottles. Brown pads (delicate surfaces)
from PET recycled plastic bottles and crushed walnuts. The sponge part is made from plant
cellulose.
0,8

DO0850

parcel

DO033 2 green organic dishwashing sponges

x 24

6,2

Made in Western Europe. Recycled
wood. Organic palm oil. Cellulose
sachet and cardboard packing.

For a gentle cleaning of frying pans, saucepans, sinks... Very effective, it does not scratch or
rust. Dimensions: about 9.5 cm.
0,5

parcel

x 18

kg /

DO039 Set of 2 copper scraper sponges

x 10

kg /

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe. Made
from plant cellulose. Scrubbing
pads made from PET recycled
plastic bottles and crushed
walnuts.

kg /

parcel

x 16
7,4
DO08100

kg /

parcel

DO036 4 cellulose sponge pads
Cellulose and cotton sponges.
Long-lasting and washable many times.
x 10
0,5

parcel

Useful to make your DIY products.

0,6

Made in Western Europe.
Only made with plant
material (70% cellulose, 30%
cotton). Long lasting product.
Compostable.

kg /

DO043 Spray 1010ml

x5

FR

Made in Western Europe.
Plant-based polyethylene
from sugar cane ethanol
without phtalat or bisphenol.

kg /

parcel

DO044 Graduated spray 510ml
Useful to make your DIY products.
With graduations every 50ml.
x5
0,3

kg /

parcel

DO045 Pump bottle 300ml
Useful to make your DIY products.
x5
0,2

kg /

parcel

DO040 Spray 250ml
Useful to make your DIY products.
x5
0,3

Made in Western Europe. PET
without phtalat or bisphenol.

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe.
PET from sugar cane ethanol
without phtalat or bisphenol.

D

Amber glass bottles
and sprays

New

The La droguerie écologique® container and spray line is getting bigger.
We have different sizes with different types of bottle heads adapted to your
different needs: window’s natural cleaning, making your own air freshener
or dish soap…
The amber glass protects the different preparations from the sunlight. Their
nice design makes them aesthetical and useful. The polypropylene pumps
are recyclable and phthalate and bisphenol-free.

DIY
Made in Europe

DO241 Amber glass spray bottle 100ml FR-NL
For homemade liquid concoctions (air freshener, hydrolats, vegetable oils, rinsing
water)
DO248 Amber glass pump bottle 300ml FR-NL
For gel concoction: dish soap, shower gel, hand soap... with an on/off nozzle
DO244 Amber glass vaporizer bottle 500ml FR-NL
For multi-surface cleaners ( windows, furniture... ) vaporize plants...
with an on/off nozzle
x5
0,6
DO241

kg /

parcel

x5
0,9
DO248

kg /

parcel

x5
1,3
DO244

kg /

parcel

FR-NL

DO135 Vegetable coco brush
DO139 Large coconut fiber brush

The polypropylene pumps
are recyclable. Phthalate and
bisphenol-free. Infinitely recyclable glass. Made in Europe

FR-NL-EN-DE-ES

Natural coconut fibers. Long
lasting product. Multipurpose

Usefull to wash vegetables, dust shoes or clean pans. Absorbs fats. Long lasting product.
Length : 10 cm
x 10
0,7
DO135

kg /

parcel

x 10
0,9
DO139

kg /

parcel

DO132 Semi-hard washing brush
Traditional washing brush. Can also be used on carpets, fabrics... Ergonomic S shape.
Length 20cm.
x5
0,8
4,8

kg /

parcel

New
Made in Western Europe. Natural
fibers. Wood from ecologically
managed forests.

DO134 Bottle brush 100% FSC®
To clean baby’s jars, feeding-bottles, bottles... Horsehair and beech wood.
Dim : 35 cm.
x5
0,3

kg /

parcel

DO026 Fiber dish brush
Our fiber dish brush washes glasses, dishes, pans. Untreated european beechwood and agave
fibers. Suspension hook and replaceable head. Diameter : 4 cm. Length : 24 cm.
x 10
0,5

Made in Western Europe.
Horsehair and wood from
ecologically managed forests
and FSC® certified.

Made in Western Europe.
Local beechwood and natural
fibers. Refillable. Handcrafted
production.

kg /

parcel

DO027 Refill for fiber dish brush DO026
Refill to wash glasses, dishes, pans. Untreated beechwood and agave fibers.
Diameter : 4 cm

Made in Western Europe.
Local beechwood and natural
fibers. Refillable. Handcrafted
production.

x 10
0,3 kg /

parcel

DO028 Brass and agave fiber dish brush
Brass and agave fiber brush to clean dirty pans. Suspension hook and replaceable head.
Diameter : 4 cm. Length : 24 cm.
x 10
0,5

kg /

parcel

DO029 Refill for brass and agave fiber dish brush DO028
Refill for brass and agave fiber brush to clean dirty pans. Diameter : 4 cm
x 10
0,4

Made in Western Europe.
Wood, brass and natural
fibers. Refillable. Handcrafted
production.

kg /

parcel

Made in Western Europe.
Wood, brass and natural fibers.
Handcrafted production

